REGISTRATION PROCESS FOR GRADUATES OF AN APPROVED MASSAGE THERAPY PROGRAM IN ONTARIO

1. Application for OSCE and/or MCQ Certification Examination(s)

2. Graduation is verified by College
   Official Graduation List received from
   Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities-Approved
   Massage Therapy School

3. Applicant submits Language Fluency Assessment
   (if applicable)

4. Applicant Successfully Completes OSCE and MCQ Certification Examinations

5. Applicant Receives information about CMTO’s Initial Registration Process

6. Applicant completes and submits Initial Registration (IR) Application

If there is a concern that the requirements may not have all been met
   Applicant is referred to Office of the Registrar

If the applicant meets all of the requirements for registration
   7. Applicant is registered

Approximate Processing Times

Step 1, 2, 3 & 4: Varies by applicant

2. Graduation lists are usually provided by approved programs in a prompt manner

3. There are several ways to meet the language fluency requirement

4. The MCQ has four administrations each year; the OSCE has administrations two days a week from May to December each year

Step 5: Up to 10 business days after last exam results is received

Step 6-7: Varies by applicant
   Education must have been completed no more than three years prior to Initial Registration

If the Registrar has concerns
   Applicant is referred to Registration Committee
   (For reasons as stated in Section 15, RHPA 1991)